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Rahu-Ketu Transit 2019-2020: Effects on your Money & Finances
1. Purpose:
The purpose of this report is to provide a clear picture of your financial prospects
during the Rahu-Ketu Transit 2019. The transit period extends from 7th March 2019 to
19th September 2020. What are the probable sources of money or income that is specific
to this period, probable expenses and losses, avenues for investments, risks involved etc
will be analysed and delivered to you via this report.



Rahu will transit form his current position in Cancer to Gemini.
Ketu will move from his current position in Capricorn to Sagittarius.

The above change in position of the planets in the natal Zodiac chart will be correlated
with the planets position in your birth chart and the guidance provided.

2. Birth details

Birth Details
Name
Birth Date
Birth Time
Gender
City
State
Country
Astro Details
Lagna
Moon Sign
Sun Sign
Birth Star
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Mr. X
1st May 1984
00:13 AM
Male
Chennai
Tamil Nadu
India
Capricorn
Aries
Aries
Ashwini

3. Birth Chart

4. Analysis
Capricorn and Aries are your Ascendant Sign and Moon sign respectively. Analyzing
your birth chart, the transiting Rahu will get positioned in 6th House from the ascendant
and 3rd House from your Moon Sign. The 6th house deals with illness, service, debts etc.,
The 3rd House indicates efforts, communication and younger siblings. Similarly, the
transiting Ketu will position himself in the 12th house from your Ascendant Sign and 9th
house from your Moon Sign. The 12th House deals with loss, sleep, expenditures etc.
while the 9th house indicates fortunes, religious activities, father and travel.

5. Inference
You basically are a person who keenly focuses on the profitability of every deal be it
small or big. In other words, you are very idealistic in many matters. You love to earn
lot of money, that too in a quick and easy way. You will always have many techniques
up your sleeve, to earn money. This transit will neither allow you to spend lavishly nor
make you a penny-pincher. Rather, you will make you spend in practical way. Between
July and October you will earn through strangers and dealings with distant land. Listen
to your inner voice when any dealing done with strangers. Let your intuition guide you.
Do not get carried away with the projected profits. You will end up being penny wise
pound foolish. Most of your expense will be for your family members and for their
welfare. You could be misguided towards taking wrong decisions which will lead to a
loss. Therefore, you are advised to give sufficient thought before involving yourself into
such ventures. Taking a wrong decision could cost a good amount of money and you
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may have to avail a loan to clear it. On the positive side, you will do charity and spend
for medical expense for a stranger or a lesser known person to you. Some of your old
investments can bring you unexpected good gains.

6. Remedy
Fire ritual to Lord Ketu.
http://www.astroved.com/planetary-fire-lab-ketu-fire-lab-homa--P59.aspx

7. Home remedy






Donate a small piece of sandal wood to Shiva temple on a Saturday
Be thankful for the Divine for all the blessings you have in life.
Chant Mantra for Goddess Lakshmi and offer lotus on Fridays
Always do all your money planning during Venus hora
Seek blessings from you parents daily

For any queries or clarification with the above predictions / answers / information,
please contact: astrologer@astroved.com
May the Almighty bless you with energy and enthusiasmin creating more wealth and
achieve great prosperity!
Best wishes to you!
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